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ABSTRACT 
 

Much of the user generated content on the internet is written in 

their transliterated form instead of in their indigenous script. Due 

to this search engines receive a large number of transliterated 

search queries. This paper presents our approach to handle 

labelling of queries and ad hoc retrieval of documents based on 

these queries, as part of the FIRE2014 shared task on 

Transliterated Search. Implementation of query labeling of the 

mixed script content was done using a supervised learning 

approach. For the mixed-script information retrieval, back 

transliteration and subword indexing were carried out. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

There are a large number of indigenous scripts in the world that 

are widely used. By indigenous scripts, we are referring to any 

language written in a script that is not Roman. Due to 

technological reasons such as a lack of standard keyboards for 

non-Roman script, the popularity of the QWERTY keyboard and 

familiarity with the English language, much of the user generated 

content on the internet is written in transliterated form. 

Transliteration is the process of phonetically representing the 

words of a language in a nonnative script. For example, many 

times to represent a colloquialism such as ठीक है (okay) in Hindi, 

users will write their transliterated form. Search engines get a 

large number of transliterated search queries daily – the challenge 

in processing these queries is the spelling variation of the 

transliterated form of these search queries. For example the hindi 

word खाना can be written as ‘khana’, ‘khaana’, ‘khaanna’ and so 

on. This particular problem involves the following: (1) Taking 

care of spelling variations due to transliteration and (2) 

Forward/Backward transliteration.  

 

2. TASK DESCRIPTION 
 

The main aim of this task is to retrieve relevant documents in 

indigenous script as well as Roman transliterated script given 

queries in Devanagari script or its Roman transliterated form. The 

task is divided in to two sub-tasks: 

 

Subtask 1: Query Word Labeling 

In this subtask participants are given queries in Roman 

transliterated form and have to identify if the words are English 

[E] words or are the transliterated form of an Indian language [L] 

(in our case we only took part for Hindi language identification). 

Further Named Entity [NE] recognition and Other tokens (neither 

NE nor E/L labelled words) identification also had to be carried 

out. If the word was identified as an Indian language then 

backward transliteration to the indigenous script is to be carried 

out. 

 

Subtask 2: Mixed-script Ad hoc retrieval for Hindi 

Song Lyrics 

In this subtask, the participants are given a collection of 

documents that contain Bollywood song lyrics in Roman and 

Devanagari script and queries also in either Roman script or 

Devanagari script. The task is to retrieve a ranked list of songs 

from the corpus of Hindi film lyrics.  

For more details on the task description, please read the entire 

description of the FIRE shared task on transliterated search1. 

 

3. SUBTASK 1 

3.1 Approach 
Our approach for the language identification task of subtask 1 

uses machine learning. For the purpose of language identification, 

we used Support Vector Machines to predict the language of a 

particular word. This basically maps the data points on to a high 

dimensional feature space where the two types of data (in this 

                                                                 

1 FIRE2014 Shared Task on Transliterated Search - Microsoft 

Research. (2014, January 1). Retrieved November 11, 2014. 



  

case, Hindi and English) can be linearly separable, using a kernel 

function. We used a linear kernel, and adjusted the parameters 

accordingly to achieve a good amount of accuracy.  

We considered context as well, so words that can belong to both 

Hindi and English when looked at individually, were classified 

correctly. For this we used a Naive Bayes classifier and 

considered the language of the surrounding words to be able to 

predict the language of the ambiguous word. 

3.2 Experiments 
We used the data given to us which included labelled queries from 

Facebook conversations, annotated data from last year’s shared 

task and Hindi-English Transliteration pairs, along with an 

external dataset of 5000 frequent English words, to build our 

training data set. We submitted two runs, where in Run 1 we used 

char 1,2,3,4-grams as features, and in Run 2 we used char 1,2,3-

grams. Our training data consisted of 8923 words, comprising 

roughly an equal number of both English and Hindi words.  

 

We added the character ‘^’ before and after every word, to signify 

the beginning and end of the word. The training data set was built 

as a sparse ARFF(Attribute Relation File Format), so the size 

occupied by the data set in memory would be very less. The 

following is an example of an instance in this training set: 

 

{52 1, 71 1, 78 1, 87 1, 101 1, 105 1, 115 1, 
487 1, 1652 1, 2018 1, 2234 1, 2492 1, 2509 1, 
2804 1, 2818 1, 2868 1, 3002 1, 4212 1, 5788 1, 
5830 1, 7328 1, 10132 1, 13198 1, 13431 1, 13697 
1, 17488 1, 17844 1, 18971 1, 19525 english}  

 

The above line represents a single word in the training set, 

belonging to the English language. This is an example from Run 1 

where there were a total of 19525 character 1,2,3,4-grams of the 

words, hence there were 19525 features in the training set. What 

this line means is that the first 52 features (or character n grams) 

are not present in this word, the 53rd one is. Similarly, the 72nd, 

79th, 88th, 102nd and so on, character n grams from the list of 

19525 char n grams, are present in the word. This way of 

representing the data is similar to putting a 0 for those features 

that are not present in the word, and putting a 1 for those that are. 

Except that this representation is more memory efficient.  

Due to the small size, we could also load the data set easily onto 

Weka, which is the toolkit we used for machine learning.  

 

For language identification, we used the LibSVM implementation 

of the Support Vector Machines algorithm. On performing cross 

validation on our training set, we decided to use a linear kernel as 

it was giving the highest accuracy. We tried out different 

parameters and chose the configuration most optimal for our 

training data. The test set was constructed in a similar ARFF form 

and we tested our model on it. 

 

There are many Hindi words whose transliterated forms can be 

classified as English too. Examples of these words are: 

to (तो), bad (बाद), me (में), do (दो), b (भी), use (उसे) 

 

For these words, we considered the language of the surrounding 

words to determine which language class they belong to. This of 

course works under the assumption that the surrounding words 

were classified correctly. For this purpose we found such words in 

the training set which were ambiguously classified and trained a 

Naive Bayes classifier on them considering the language class of 

the surrounding words, and then tested the model on those words 

if they were present in the test set. 

For transliteration, we used Google’s online transliteration API 

which uses dictionary based approach internally in order to 

perform backward transliteration. 

Named entity recognition was done based on a lookup based 

method that would classify words as named entities in the test set 

if they were found in the training set. This was done because the 

training set for named entities was too small to create a machine-

learned NER classifier. 

For words which contained multiple words separated by a ‘\’ with 

mixed language classes, we were required to label the word as 

MIX. 

 

4. SUBTASK 2  
 

4.1 Approach 
The second subtask was to retrieve Hindi Bollywood song lyrics 

documents when the input query was written in either Devanagari 

script or its Roman transliterated form. The Hindi song lyrics 

corpus was a mixture of documents written in either or both the 

scripts (Devanagari and Roman). There were two major problems 

that were to be tackled to get better results: 

1. Spelling variations in transliterated Hindi queries and 

documents; and also in some cases Hindi words written 

in different formats. 

2. Breaking and joining of words, which causes a major 

variation in spellings in transliterated search. 

The approach used to tackle these problems is discussed in detail 

in the following sub sections. 

 

4.2 Backward transliteration 
The first problem in mixed-script information retrieval is 

normalization of spelling variations. This problem can be 

approached in two ways. The first way would be to work in the 

mixed-script space and work with projection of each word along 

each script (in this case two scripts) to find a match. The second 

approach is to bring all the words in a mono-script space. The first 

approach in this scenario would require expansion of query to 

incorporate projection of word in both scripts along with spelling 

variations that can occur. We decided to go with the second 

approach due to one advantage it provides, which is lesser 

variations in the spellings which leads to better normalization. 



  

 

The dictionary based back transliteration creates less variation as 

the word from foreign script is mapped to the nearest word in the 

dictionary of the native script. We used Google’s online 

transliteration which uses dictionary based transliteration 

internally2. 

Instead of performing both forward and backward transliteration 

on the query to find relevant documents, we opt for backward 

transliteration on both query and documents. 

4.3 Sub-word indexing 
The second problem in MSIR (Mixed-script Information 

Retrieval) is breaking and joining of transliterated words. For 

example: 

aja ai bahar (instead of a ja ai bahar) 

lejayenge lejayenge dilwale dulhaniya lejayenge 

 (instead of le jayenge) 

We use sub-word indexing to get around this issue. After 

transliterating back to Devanagari we expand the document with 

sub words. In Hindi, each word is a combination of Vowels (स्वर) 
and Consonants (व्यजंन). We derive the base of the word by 

removing the vowels. After deriving the base of the word, we 

concatenate all the base words of the document.  

So, the lines  

lejayenge lejayenge dilwale dulhaniya lejayenge 

le jayenge le jayenge dilwale dulhaniya le jayenge 

Both give the same base (after transliteration), which is: 

ल-ज-ग-ल-ज-ग-द-ल-व-ल-द-ल-ह-न-य-ल-ज-ग 

This creation of base skeleton solves two problems, it 

normalizes broken and joint words in queries and 

documents, and it also increases the resistance of the system 

to errors made in vowels. Choice of base skeleton to be 

made using consonants was made because almost all 

breaking and joining of words in Hindi is done such that the 

consonants stay intact. 

                                                                 

2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_transliteration 

This consonant pattern of a document was indexed with 

character n-grams (n=3, 4, 5, 6).  

4.4 Minor spelling variation adjustments 
Apart from the above methods to tackle spelling variations some 

minor changes were implemented to make the system more 

resistant to spelling variations specifically in Hindi. 

 The letter “ह” is trimmed from the suffix of the words 

ending with that letter, as this could result in spelling 

variations. For example, 

“मुह” and “मु”, 

“ना यह चााँद होगा” and “ना ये चााँद होगा”  

 The words ending with “ये”, “यै”, “यो”, and “यौ” are 

often written with “ए”, “ऐ”, “ओ”, “औ” instead. For 

example, 

“आइये” can be written as “आइए” etc. 

 On many occasions, when the vowels “इ” or “ई” or 

combination of both occur on consecutive consonants, 

the later vowel is sometimes ignored. For example, 

“बिररयानी” and “बियाानी” 

 Apart from these variations which are mostly related to 

variations in vowels, to add a resistance for variations in 

consonants of the word, each word in the query is 

expanded into words with consonants altered. The 

following mapping table is used to replace consonants: 

("क" -> "ख")  ("ख" -> "क") 

("ग" -> "घ")  ("घ" -> "ग") 

("च" -> "छ")  ("छ" -> "च") 

("ज" -> "झ")  ("झ" -> "ज") 

("त" -> "ट")  ("ट" -> "त") 

("ठ" -> "थ")  ("थ" -> "ठ") 

("द" -> "ध")  ("ध" -> "द") 

("न" -> "ण")  ("ण" -> "न") 

("ि" -> "भ")  ("भ" -> "ि") 
 

Although the dictionary based backward transliteration and 

expansion took care of most of the spelling variations, these 

adjustments added to the accuracy of the system by making it 

more resistant. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_transliteration


  

 

 

 

5. RESULTS 
 

5.1 Subtask 1 
 

The results of our system in subtask 1, for each metric, are listed 

as follows, along with the maximum score and the median score 

in that metric: 

 

Metric Run 1 Run 2 Max 

Score 

Med 

Score 

EQMF All 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.001 

EQMF without NE 0.010 0.009 0.010 0.003 

EQMF without Mix 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.001 

EQMF without Mix and NE 0.010 0.009 0.010 0.003 

EQMF All (No transliteration) 0.205 0.177 0.276 0.194 

EQMF without NE (No 

transliteration) 

0.285 0.257 0.427 0.285 

EQMF without MIX (No 

transliteration) 

0.205 0.177 0.276 0.194 

EQMF without Mix and NE (No 

transliteration) 

0.285 0.257 0.427 0.285 

ETPM 1923/2156 1876/2109 NA NA 

H- Precision 0.879 0.863 0.942 0.853 

H- Recall 0.794 0.781 0.917 0.861 

H- F Score 0.835 0.820 0.911 0.810 

E- Precision 0.780 0.767 0.895 0.767 

E- Recall 0.881 0.865 0.987 0.881 

E- F Score 0.827 0.813 0.901 0.797 

Transliteration Precision 0.156 0.152 0.200 0.109 

Transliteration Recall 0.756 0.738 0.760 0.6335 

Transliteration F Score 0.258 0.252 0.304 0.1835 

Labelling Accuracy 0.838 0.826 0.886 0.792 

 

Legend: 

EQMF Exact Query Match Fraction 

ETPM Exact Transliterated Pair 

Match 

 

5.2 Subtask 2 
The results of our subtask two are shown below. 

 

Run NDCG@1 NDCG@5 MAP MRR RECALL 

Run1 0.7500 0.7817 0.6263 0.7929 0.6818 

Run2 0.7708 0.7954 0.6421 0.8171 0.6918 

 

Legend: 

NDCG Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain  

MAP Mean Average Precision 

MRR Mean Reciprocal Rank 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS  
 

For subtask 1, it is clear that our system works better when char-1 

to 4-grams are considered (Run 1) as compared to char-1 to 3-

grams (Run 2). With this supervised learning approach, including 

the consideration of context, we were able to account for words 

which are spelt differently in slang (like ‘tym’ and ‘wer’), and 

native script words that can be forward transliterated into multiple 

words, varied in their spelling. 

For subtask 2, both the runs implemented the approach mentioned 

in the above sections, except query expansion to tackle variation 

in consonants using a mapping table (section 4.3), which was 

implemented in run 2. It is clear that it improved the results with 

respect to run 1. 
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